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RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
Additive manufacturing is a potentially disruptive technology, but the influence of process parameters on the microstructure formed is unresolved. The microstructure is important to understand because it determines the performance of the additively manufactured part. If additively manufactured parts are to be used for load-bearing applications, there is a need to understand the process-structure relationship. Understanding that link will inform process conditions in order to optimize the microstructure for functionally graded materials because the material properties can be designed to the performance needs by tailoring the structure. Our objective was to establish a process to structure relationship for additive manufacturing builds through statistical-based analysis. This was executed by using a data-driven technique to formulate the process-structure relationship based off multi-physics simulation results that model the process and microstructure evolution.

Approach
In Dr. Liu and Dr. Wagner’s research group, we have computational methods to predict the thermal flow as well as the microstructure developed. These methods require high performance clusters, so we have worked to represent the process-structure relationships with an artificial neural network since they are effective at capturing complex non-linear relationships such as those present in additive manufacturing.

Neural Networks
Two neural networks were trained on the thermal data to effectively and accurately predict the local average grain size for single-track and multi-track builds. The inputs and outputs of the neural networks are below.

Results and Future Work
The favorable performance of the neural networks is shown to the right. Dmitriy will present the results at SES2018 in Spain in October. The approach will be extended to predict other microstructural characteristics during the summer for a future publication. Specifically, the neural network will be used to predict the local shapes and orientations of the grain. The possibility of using experimental data for neural network training of additive manufacturing builds will also be explored.